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Description

Rect. Horizontal Autoclave 

Rect. Horizontal Autoclave Our horizontal autoclaves rectangle are widely used for day to day mass
scale sterilization procedures and in various bulk laboratory applications, where dryness of the
sterilized medium is of paramount importance, given the fact that semi dry sterilized media is prone to
various micro-bacterial and viral infections. 

We specialize in both standard and customized models, specifically designed to meet the challenging
demands of various scientists for individual and specialized research applications. 

Over a short period of time Weiber brand have been established as reliable exporters of horizontal
autoclave in India, catering to the vast markets in South East Asia, Middle East, Africa and Europe. 

Our horizontal autoclaves rectangle are widely used for day to day mass scale sterilization
procedures and in various bulk laboratory applications, where dryness of the sterilized medium is of
paramount importance, given the fact that semi dry sterilized media is prone to various micro-
bacterial and viral infections. 

We specialize in both standard and customized models, specifically designed to meet the challenging
demands of various scientists for individual and specialized research applications. 

Over a short period of time have been established as reliable exporters of horizontal autoclave in
India, catering to the vast markets in South East Asia, Middle East, Africa and Europe A part from
that we are supplying our autoclave in India , catering to a variety of customers ranging from Defence
Installations, Research Laboratories, Educational Institutes and various R and D laboratories of
leading national and multinational companies. 
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{ "@context": "http://schema.org/", "@type": "Product", "name": "Rect. Horizontal Autoclave", "image":
"https://www.jlabexport.com/images/catalog/product/974935831horizontal-autoclave.jpg",
"description": "Rect. Horizontal Autoclave Our horizontal autoclaves rectangle are widely used for day
to day mass scale sterilization procedures and in various bulk laboratory applications, where dryness
of the sterilized medium is of paramount importance, given the fact that semi dry sterilized media is
prone to various micro-bacterial and viral infections. We specialize in both standard and customized
models, specifically designed to meet the challenging demands of various scientists for individual and
specialized research applications. Over a short period of time Weiber brand have been established
as reliable exporters of horizontal autoclave in India, catering to the vast markets in South East Asia,
Middle East, Africa and Europe. Our horizontal autoclaves rectangle are widely used for day to day
mass scale sterilization procedures and in various bulk laboratory applications, where dryness of the
sterilized medium is of paramount importance, given the fact that semi dry sterilized media is prone to
various micro-bacterial and viral infections. We specialize in both standard and customized models,
specifically designed to meet the challenging demands of various scientists for individual and
specialized research applications. Over a short period of time have been established as reliable
exporters of horizontal autoclave in India, catering to the vast markets in South East Asia, Middle
East, Africa and Europe A part from that we are supplying our autoclave in India , catering to a variety
of customers ranging from Defence Installations, Research Laboratories, Educational Institutes and
various R and D laboratories of leading national and multinational companies. Rect. Horizontal
Autoclave Manufacturer, Rect. Horizontal Autoclave Suppliers, Rect. Horizontal Autoclave India,
Rect. Horizontal Autoclave Exporter, buy Rect. Horizontal Autoclave, Autoclaves, Rect. Horizontal
Autoclave, Analytical Research Equipment, buy Rect. Horizontal Autoclave Online India", "brand":
"JLab Export", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": {
"@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount":
"5" } } 
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